GIN & JUICE

Using Jensen’s Old Tom’s refined botanical sweetness, a fusion of orange
juice, a splash of lemon verbena tincture and a pinch of salt brings a
refreshing concoction
.
110
Signatures

FRAGRANT SAZERAC

DOM TOM’S NEGRONI

An elegant amalgam of G’vine Floraison Gin, suze
and Paradis’ very own blend of French vermouth
(Aged for 27 days in a barrel)
.
125

SMOKED KONG LIBRE
For the fans of the classic Cuba Libre, try Paradis’ variation using
Fentimen’s spiced coke infused with smoked maple oak,
Mauritius dark rum and a slice of lime
.
110

Signature Cocktails

A sweet brew of rum, calvados with the intensity of absinthe,
a classic served in an ice sphere
.
120

SLOW-COOKED G&T

An exotic mix of fruits and spices slow-cooked in Hayman’s Royal Dock
Gin, finished with a pour of our homemade tonic water
.
110

FALERNUM SLING

Mette kirsh shaken with lemon juice and fresh mint,
topped with ginger ale and ale beer
.
120

MAMI YVA
A luscious mix of cognac V.S.O.P, orange vermouth, fresh pineapple juice
finished with ginger ale
.
110

Signatures

KIRSH FIZZ

Signature Cocktails

An unbeatable mix of sweet Zubrowka bison grass vodka, Falernum
liqueur,
yuzu juice and ginger beer
.
110

RASPBERRY YUZU MOJITO

FIG MANHATTAN
A timeless cocktail reinvented with calvados and fig vermouth,
finished with a splash of Christmas bitters
.
120

New Grove Plantation shaken with grilled Vietnamese lime,
balanced with sugar
.
110

TI PUNCH
The local drink of the French Dom Tom’s with a Paradis twist,
with homemade kaffir lime leaf syrup stirred with Bielle rum and
a squeeze of fresh lime
Not for the weak hearted!
.
120

Signature Cocktails

CHARRED KEY LIME DAIQUIRI

Revisited

A blend of rum and whiskey with fresh mint, raspberries and yuzu juice
topped with soda
.
110

CORPSE REVIVER
SOUTH SIDE
MOJITO

WIDOW’S KISS
THE LAST WORD
.
100

Classics with a twist

HEMINGWAY DAIQUIRI

Classic Cocktails

BAHAMA MAMA

